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1. High level of intensity
Gifted children respond to life with greater emotion than the average person. 
They tend to be very passionate about an area of interest to them and have 
the ability to sustain that passion for long periods of time. Sometimes their 
behavior can even seem obsessive compulsive.

“We had a kid who got into horses,” said Lorene Porter, director of lower 
school, at The Roeper School in Bloomfield Hills. “He read everything about 
horses. He wrote about horses. He drew horses. He told you everything there 
was to know about horses. He even whinnied like a horse.”

2. Enjoys learning; rapid learner
“Insatiable” is a word often used when describing the learning needs of a 
gifted child. They tend to have an insatiable curiosity and appetite for 
learning. They’re fascinated with books and ask many questions, often more 
than a parent can answer.”Sometimes it comes out in why, why, why, why, 
why and sometimes it comes out in experimentation–that little person who 
has practically flooded the bathroom floor from the water experiments 
they’ve been doing,” explained Porter. “So messiness can be a part of their 
world and, like any child, you have to watch them a lot for safety’s 
sake.”Morse cautioned that although you would almost always see a big 
appetite for learning in the young gifted child, you might not see it in the 
older child. “If they haven’t been nurtured or if being a bright learner doesn’t 
get good feedback, they go underground,” Morse said.

3. Depth of perception
Gifted children see the world in a different way. They have an unusual 
perspective on life and experiences, and sense earlier than the average child, 
what’s going on around them. They can see beyond the moment, recognize 
patterns and have the ability to abstract and problem solve.

They’re able to perceive authenticity in people and as result, often have a 
great sense of humor early on. Gifted children tend to demonstrate a sense of
fairness and need for justice born out of a sense of compassion for others.

“This sense of fairness begins to exhibit itself when, say, you’re in the car 
listening to NPR and there’s a story about poverty and the child has a sense 
of what they’re saying about the poor and the lack of food and they’re 
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distressed by it. It doesn’t just slip off their shoulders. The situation is so 
unfair to them,” said Porter.

4. Keen sense of observation 
and extraordinary memory
Gifted children are able to retain great amounts of information and for longer 
periods of time. They have a keen sense of observation, cataloguing body 
language, voice inflections and other details that most don’t.”When my 
youngest daughter was 2, for example, she told me she didn’t like being 
born,” said Morse. “I was a little stunned since we had never talked to her 
about it, so I said, ‘Well, what do you remember?’ And she took her hands up 
to her head and ran them down her body and scrunched up her eyes and said
it hurt all over and it was very bright and cold. She said, ‘I didn’t like it and I 
wanted to go back where it was warm.’ Now that [her birth] happened when 
language was not available to her, so she was somehow able to remember it, 
catalogue it and, when the language came, to transfer it into language.”

Steppingstone is well known for “unlocking the gift,” and that is
truly what our son has experienced.

Read testimonials
5. Sophisticated language and thought
process
Gifted children may or may not speak early, but whenever they do, they’re 
able to carry on high level and philosophical conversations. As a result, they 
tend to want to hang around older children and adults because they’re 
looking for an intellectual match.

“I know when my son was young, he preferred talking with his aunts and 
uncles or his teachers when he went to public school, rather than kids his own
age, simply because conversation with adults was more stimulating,” said 
Jeanne Nance, admissions director at the former Gibson School in Redford. 
“Now that he’s older he enjoys being around kids his own age, but when he 
was younger, it was harder for him.”

6. Ability to recognize more options
More than the average child, gifted children recognize earlier on more options
for behavior, even those they weren’t offered. And they’re willing to exercise 
those options. It may be to choose one activity over another, to ask for 
something or to disagree with you.”That’s why when they’re taking tests they
can have problems because they can see more options than the average 
child,” said Morse.
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7. Dislikes repeating or practicing 
something they already know
Gifted children tend to learn via exploration and they don’t like going over 
what they already know. It’s not that these children don’t like rote learning; 
they just don’t like it once they’ve already l earned something.”For instance, 
they love learning the numbers and letters of the alphabet at age 3. But at 
age 5, when these things are introduced in kindergarten, the child is no 
longer interested because he already knows them,” explained Morse. “If you 
teach a gifted child the times table in the third grade when it is a challenge 
for him, he will happily do that. But if you wait until the fifth grade when he’s 
already figured out that he can look this up in a table or figure it out by 
adding, then he won’t want to take the time to memorize it anymore. It has 
more to do with the challenge and their ability to assess.”

8. Perfectionist
Gifted children have the ability to understand what is perfect in a situation, 
which can lead to frustration for them if they believe they can’t achieve that 
standard. Since they want to do things well, they may not be willing to 
attempt certain tasks.”That’s why at Steppingstone we emphasize that we 
want them to do quality work in the sense that they’re doing their best, not 
quality work in the sense of being perfect at it,” said Morse.

9. Perseverance
When it comes to pursuing their passions, gifted children stick to it. They 
demonstrate a sustained passion to figure something out and to learn all they
can in their area of interest. “If building a Lego structure, they might build it, 
take it apart, build and take it apart again and again,” explained Porter.

10. Higher level of sensitivity
Gifted children are more emotionally sensitive than the average child, first 
about themselves and then others. They can be very compassionate, with a 
moral sensitivity about them.”They tend to be very empathic and a lot of that 
is tied up with that ability to observe and to recognize body language, tones 
of voice, all those things involved with the delivery of a communication. They 
are really able to read people,” said Morse.

Said Porter, “When you list many characteristics like this, clearly not all 
children will exhibit all these characteristics all of the time, but when you 
begin to have a set of them, then you’re probably looking at a gifted child.”

As I reviewed these characteristics in light of my own children’s behavior, I 
found myself thinking, “that’s my oldest daughter” and “maybe that’s why 
my youngest often has me at my wit’s end; she’s gifted! Maybe I’m gifted!” 
Not likely! So as you do your own assessing of your precious children, just 
keep in mind these characteristics may also be evident in non-gifted children.



“When you’re talking about young gifted children, you’re always talking about
more than the average bear. It’s not that gifted children have characteristics 
that other people don’t have, it’s just that they’re deeper, richer, sometimes 
more sustained. There’s more passion about learning and it comes sooner,” 
said Porter.
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